THE GOOD STUFF
Compiled by Todd Mrowice

Seemore Putter, Sink More Putts
SeeMore’s unmistakable design is incorporated into its latest
model, the Platinum M7 Tour. A heel and toe weighted putter,
this classic looking putter has enhanced forgiveness and multiple
milling patterns for buttery contact. Made of 303 stainless steel,
the M7 Tour has the brand’s Rifle Scope Technology which is
that little red dot that gets you aligned.
$350   www.seemore.com

Bamboo Pants Are Here
Bamboo isn’t just for panda
bears, it’s for making super
comfy pants. The Bamboo
Stretch five-pocket pant from
Linksoul is everything you never
knew you needed in your
wardrobe. These pants are
perfect for the course, work,
and anywhere in-between.
69 percent cotton, 29 percent
bamboo, 2 percent spandex,
machine washable, and a
modern fit. Available in five
colors.
$130   www.linksoul.com

Adidas Stripes Without Spikes
The new Codechaos line from Adidas brings
a light and energized experience to your
golf shoe game. These spikeless kicks
have a waterproof textile upper, INSITE
sockliner, and Fitfoam cushioning. A
spikeless shoe doesn’t need to sacrifice
traction, and Chaos Traxion with Twist
Grip gives you superior stability no matter
what the playing conditions may be.
$150   www.adidas.com

The Kube for Your Bag
Where is your golf travel
bag? Probably somewhere
inconvenient due to its
inconvenient size and
awkwardness. Weighing only
6.8 pounds, the Sun Mountain
Kube is made from ballistic-style
fabric in combination with plastic
half-shells. The Kube folds down to only
9” x 13” x 14.5” for convenient storage. Available
in eight colors to make it as bright and noticeable as
possible.
$229.99   www.sunmountain.com
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Swagger in a Sleeve
“It’s not a dozen balls, it’s a box of
swagger.” What else can TaylorMade
say about a golf ball that was designed
in tandem with Rickie Fowler? High-level
performance meets a truly unique design.
Strategically placed graphics frame the
TaylorMade logo to form ClearPath
Alignment for immediate feedback.
$44.99   www.taylormadegolf.com

Cleveland Rocks Wedges
Death, taxes, and Cleveland
wedges. Isn’t that how it goes?
The new RTX ZipCore wedges
are a sleek design with intense
performance. A lightweight core
paired with a newly positioned
center of gravity makes finding
the sweet spot easier, which means
controlled distance and better spin thanks
to new UltiZip Grooves. Available in nine
lofts and three sole grinds.
$149.99   www.clevelandgolf.com
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